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Urban Age -
the largest wave of urbanisation in human history

• Asia and Africa are predominantly rural with 48% and 40% urban population.
– Despite its lower levels of urbanisation, Asia houses 53% of world’s urban population which is

expected to be 90% by 2050.

• India not a highly urbanized country (31% as per 2011 census) but in absolute
terms India’s urban population is 37,71,05,760 which is more than the total
population of US.





http://billionsrising.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/RockefellerFoundation-ResilientCities.jpg



• Increase in energy 
demands

ENERGY

• Loss of property & 
infrastructure

• Inflation

• Livelihood

ECONOMY

• Heat strokes

• Respiratory diseases

• Water & vector 
borne diseases

• Malnutrition

HEALTH

• Deterioration of air, 
water and land

• Loss of habitats

• Loss of biodiversity

ENVIRONMENT



Indian Cities
• Total number of urban agglomerations in the country – 7935 as per Census of 

India 2011

• Of these 4041 are statutory towns as per the Ministry of Urban Development in 
different regions in the country

• Rest 3684 are census towns, as yet with the MoRD with rural local bodies

• Of the 4041, just 468 are Class I cities with 1,00,000  population or more and of 
which 56 are million plus cities. AMRUT, Smart cities etc. are focussed on these 

• Rest of the cities are classified as Class II, III, IV etc. with poor infrastructure 

• Many are likely to be vulnerable to a variety of climate variations as per the bio-
geographic regions they belong to. 

• It is important to make all cities and towns climate smart and make the citizens 
and the municipal officials aware of impacts of climate variability and risks.



About NIUA and UCCR

• NIUA is an autonomous institution under the Ministry of 
Urban Development, Government of India. 

• NIUA is currently implementing the Urban Climate 
Change Resilience (UCCR) project supported by 
Rockefeller Foundation under ACCCRN programme.

• NIUA along with its consultant TARU Leading Edge Pvt. 
Ltd. has developed modules on Climate Change 
Resilience to help conduct capacity building and 
training of municipal officials in different regions of India



What makes a city liveable?

WATER & 
SANITATION

Sources of water

Municipal Supply

Treatment 

Quality of Water

URBAN DRAINAGE

Capacity  of 
drainage

Efficiency of 
drainage

BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT

Living conditions

Energy

HEALTH

Vector borne  
diseases

Food security driven 
Malnourishment                                                     

Heat-Humidity 
stress
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What is the status currently?



Built Environment

The human-made space in which people live, 
work, and recreate on a day-to-day basis.
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Space

• Planned

• Unplanned

• Slum

Use of the Space

• Residential

• Commercial

• Industrial

• Institutional

• Transport

• ...

Environment

• Hilly

• Plain

• Coastal

• Arid-Semi arid
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Built Environment
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Built 
Environment

People

Planning

Technology

Environment

•Socio-Economics

•Coping Capacity

•Byelaws-Codes

•Enforcement

•Energy-Transport

•Mitigation /Adaptation

•Climate

•Physical attributes
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Impacts of Built Environment

-Loss of productivity

- Heat related 
illnesses

- High energy 
demand

- Fire hazard

- Loss of property 
and assets

- WATSAN  Health 
crisis

-Coastal infrastructure 
loss

- Degrade ground 
water and coastal 
land

-Flooding and storm 
surges
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Supply Side
a.) Surface
b.) Sub surface

Drinking purpose

Sanitation

Health

Industry and 
other economic 

activities

Urban and Rural 
Development

Demand

Snow & Ice Rainfall
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Urban Water and Sanitation

WATER

• TREATMENT and SUPPLY of water
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Availability of water will be hit

High sedimentation / pollutant 
load due to low discharge

Higher treatment costs

WATER 
SUPPLY 
gets hit!



Water pollution and contamination

SEWERAGE 

• OFF-SITE and ON-SITE FACILITY
– Flooding raises the risk of water contamination and 

subsequent health hazards

– Heat wave / Drought reduces the water availability 
hitting the flow of sewage in sewer network. 

– Heat wave / Drought also hit the treatment capacity 
of STPs, owing to dearth of  water and power. 
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Solid waste woes

Municipal solid waste if not disposed properly 
can lead to -
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Solid 
Waste

METHANE (landfill)
Nitrous Oxide 
(combustion)

Block drainage

Pollutes sub-soil 
water



Urban Floods and Drainage
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• FLOODING
A flood is an excess of water (or mud) on land that is normally 
dry.

The un-even distribution of rain fall coupled with unplanned
urbanisation, encroaching upon and filling up natural drainage
channels and urban lakes to use the high-value urban land for
buildings are the cause of urban flooding.

Source: NIDM



Urban Floods and Drainage
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• FLOODING
A flood is an excess of water (or mud) on land that is normally 
dry.

The un-even distribution of rain fall coupled with unplanned
urbanisation, encroaching upon and filling up natural drainage
channels and urban lakes to use the high-value urban land for
buildings are the cause of urban flooding.

Source: NIDM



Urban Floods and Drainage
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• CAUSES OF FLOODING
Heavy Rainfall

Cyclones / Storm Surges

Silting of river bed

Deforestation

Encroachment of Water bodies

Inadequate / ill maintained drainage

Lack of flood control measures
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Urban Floods and Drainage
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• RUNOFF AND URBAN FLOODS

Time

D
is

ch
ar

ge

Peak discharge 
becomes large

Run off leads to 
flood instantly

Less impervious

Mostly impervious

Runoff is the Key!

Source: CSE

Encroachment of open 
spaces and water bodies
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Urbanised area of MUMBAI

On 26 July 2005
Mumbai came to a 
halt after the 
extreme rain, it 
took around a 
week to resume all 
the functions.

Wetlands
shrunk 

√ WARM + MOISTURE

√ High Vertical Circulation of air

√ EXTREME Rainfall 

Mumbai Region
Tall columns of 

clouds



Urban Floods and Drainage

• IMPLICATIONS OF URBAN FLOODING
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Loss of life  and property

Loss of infrastructure

Post flood health crisis

Scarcity of water  & other essentials

Huge financial loss
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Climate Variability (CV) & Climate 
Change

• Natural variations (due to internal processes) in yearly
climate above or below a long-term average value

• May occur due to natural processes such as El Nino, La
Nina, volcanic eruptions, sunspots etc.

• A long-term continuous change (increase or decrease)
to average weather conditions (e.g. average
temperature) or the range of weather (e.g. more
frequent and severe extreme storms) due to
intervention from external processes (such as
anthropogenic activities) is termed as climate change.

http://www.cccsn.ec.gc.ca/images/scen-intro01.png



Source: CDKN



Threats 
to urban 

areas

Sea level rise

Cyclones

Floods

Landslides
Water quality 

and shortage

Heat and cold 

waves

Drought



Climate Change & Health

• Factors which influence a population’s 
vulnerability and capacity to adapt are :

– Population growth

– Poverty 

– Access and affordable health care facilities

– Sanitation

– Nutrition

– Environmental degradation
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Climate Change Impacts on Health
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Fever/ infections / 
flu

Changes in water 
availability & 
quality, impact on 
air quality

Vector borne 
diseases – wider 
spatial & temporal 
span of spreading

Decline in land 
productivity, food 
shortage - impact 
on immunity. 
Malnutrition 
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Climate Change & Health

• The extent to which human health would get 
affected by changes in climate depends on:

– Exposure of population 

– Sensitivity of the exposed population

– Ability to cope and adapt
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CDC Fact Sheet on Aedes aegypti

• Aedes aegypti is extremely common in areas lacking piped 
water systems, and depend greatly on water storage containers 
to lay their eggs. Male and female adults feed on nectar of 
plants; however, female mosquitoes need blood in order to 
produce eggs, and are active in the daytime. Eggs have the 
ability to survive drying for long periods of time, allowing eggs 
to be easily spread to new locations. 

• Artificial or natural water containers (water storage containers, 
flower pots, discarded tires, plates under potted plants, 
cemetery vases, flower pots, buckets, tin cans, clogged rain 
gutters, ornamental fountains, drums, water bowls for pets, 
birdbaths, etc.) that are within or close to places where humans 
live are ideally larval habitats for this mosquito. This species has 
also been found in underground collections of water such as 
open or unsealed septic tanks, storm drains, wells, and water 
meters. 



DRDO Biodigester toilet

Bio Diegester Toilets and 
Biodigesters are offered for a 
range of environment friendly 
product ranges. this collect and 
store methane gas emitted by 
decomposing plants and food 
waste. 

Cooking with methane 
combines the health benefits of 
propane stoves with the 
convenience of open fire 
cooking by utilizing a cheap 
local fuel source. biodigester is 
easy to produce from materials 
readily available in many rural 
communities and offer this 
product as per client 
requirment .



Possible Measures
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• DEMAND MANAGEMENT of WATER
– Efficient water fixtures
– Checking the leaking water supply system
– Increase the use of treated waste water

• PROTECT WATER SOURCES
– Check pollution levels in water bodies
– De-silt the river bed and lake beds
– Conserve and rejuvenate water bodies
– Mandatory introduction of water harvesting



Way Forward
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• SANITATION
– Anaerobic digester/bio gas linked toilets
– Separate Drainage and Sewer network
– Implement DEWATS in urban neighbourhoods
– Ensure treated water does not mix with untreated waste 

water.
– Ensure toilets for all, no open defecation.

• SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
– Waste Prevention
– Composting, Recycling and Reusing 
– Not burning the litter and garbage
– Provision of Sanitary Landfill sites 



Government’s Initiatives
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• National Bureau of Water Use Efficiency to be set 
up 

• Target to increase water use efficiency by 20% by 
2017

Water Efficiency

• One of the sub missions under NAPCC.

• Aims at conservation and management of water 
resource.

National Water 
Mission

• One of the sub missions under NAPCC

• R&D focus on wastewater use, sewage utilization 
and recycling options wherever possible.

National Mission on 
Sustainable Habitat

• ULBs measure service levels in their municipalities, 
on yearly basis.

• Precondition to release money under 13th FC.

Service Level 
Benchmarks



Way Forward

• Surviving floods!

– Prevention

– Prediction

– Proofing

– Physical Controls 

• Extensive Physical 

• Intensive Physical

– Insurance

35
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Way Forward
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• Learning

– Surat : End-to-End Early Warning System

Flood 
prone

Dense 
settlement

Ukai Dam
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SCCT

A multi 
stakeholder 
institution

Modelling

CC scenario 
simulation;
Flood maps

City Agencies

People

Ukai Dam

Controlled 
release of 

water

Prepared; 
reduced 

losses

Coordinated;
responsive

Source: ACCCRN



Way Forward
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• Learning

– Gorakhpur: Shrinking Water body Flooding City

Be it Mumbai or Srinagar no respect for water bodies and natural drainage, 
coupled with inadequate drainage  have lead to and will lead to FLOODS



Way Forward

-Provision  & 
maintenance of open 
spaces and drainage

- Endorse Green 
buildings 

-Enforce all bye-laws 
& building codes 

- Upgrading Urban 
health system

- Sufficient 
emergency staff and 
aid

- Coordinated 
response. 

-Early warning system

- Mobile alerts to 
people & authorities 
regarding extreme 
weather events

- Signage to help 
people in crisis

- Helpline numbers
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Learnings

• Cool Roof
– Pilot project in Surat

• Hollow bricks and raised plinths
– Pilot project in Gorakhpur

• Green Habitats (Low ecological footprint)
– ZED Homes Bangalore
– Indira Paryavan Bhawan, Jor Bagh, New Delhi

39

Example from Gorakhpur



Way forward

• I E C activities

• Coordination between Municipality, NGOs and Health service 
providers

Extreme weather 
events

• Conserve water, make RWH mandatory, check flooding

• Reduce water leakages

• Demand management – metering, water efficient fixtures
Water

• Mapping vulnerable population and areas & disease 
surveillance, keep hospitals on alert

• IEC activities, distribution of nets, chlorine tablets, etc.
Diseases

• Preserve green cover, swift removal of debris from roads

• ULB and IMD should coordinate to forecast dust, haze, smog.

• Use of clean fuel for transportation, and energy generation
Pollution

40
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Learnings

• Surat Urban Health and Climate Resilient 
Centre
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Flooding

Vector 
borne 

diseases

Surat
City

Urban Health 
and Climate 

Resilient 
Centre

Surat
Municipality 

is a main 
stakeholder

Vector/water borne 
disease surveillance 

Inter disciplinary
research & networking

Community inclusion

Knowledge and best 
practice documentation
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BANGALORE CASE STUDY
Raheja Residency, Koramangla III Block



Waste Utilisation and Reduction at 
source 

Use terracota to compost wet waste, do gardening!



Equipment and 
Management  



Training of the 

identified  personnel for 

the door to door 

collection of household 

waste

• Door to door 
Motivation of  the 
Households using 
Educational 
materials



SWM IN THE PROJECT AREA

Meetings with 

the Residents 

Association and 

formation of  

Waste 

Management 

Committee 

(WMC)

 Identifying 

Ragpickers and 

Unemployed 

persons for the 



Door to door collection 
of  segregated waste



WASTE MANAGEMENT 

COMMITTEE AT WORK

• DISTRIBUTION OF 

SALARIES TO THE 

WASTE RETRIEVERS 

BY THE WMC 



Solid Waste Management 

Demonstration site

• ULB area is earmarked as a SWM Demonstration site 



Well managed Compost Pits

Clean is Green!  



Wasted waste



The collected wet waste is 

put into the pits for 

composting

Compost harvested at 
the end of  the cycle 
and  sieved to get fine 
and coarse compost. 
Both Aerobic and 
Vermi composting 
methods are followed 



Delhi can do it too!



Collection Days:

Organic Waste: Daily

Dry and Reject Waste: 
Monday, Thursday and 
Saturday



Recyclables (ITC)

 Program initiated in Aug ’11
 All 8 blocks on board in May ‘12
Weekly collection every Saturday 



Plastic/Metal/Glass/Paper

 washed and dried
 free of food residue



 Plastic covers, wrappers, packaging 
of any kind (chips, biscuits, chocolate, 
sugar, grains, pulses etc)

 Milk, curd, batter packets – rinsed 
and dried

 Netted vegetable bags

 Cleaned plastic/glass bottles

 any kind of paper, books, 
newspapers, magazines, flyers

 sweet boxes, pizza cartons

 tetrapaks, soap boxes, cereal cartons

 cardboard packaging of appliances

 paper party plates and cups

 inner cardboard roll of toilet paper 
and kitchen towels

 hardware: nuts/bolts/nails/screws

DO THROW DO NOT THROW
 Plastics soiled with liquids

 Expired or unused medicines, strips 
or bottles

 Pizza boxes with pizza stuck

 Tetrapacks with liquid inside (drain 
in the sink before throwing)

 Heavily soiled party plates or cups 
(rinse before throwing)

 Soiled bathroom tissue (RED 
BUCKET) or wet kitchen towels (GREEN 
BUCKET, if paper)

 Containers with unused cleaning 
agents, cosmetics (HAZARDOUS)

 Heavily soiled food containers from 
restaurants (rinse before throwing)

 any kind of thermocol (packaging, 
party plates, etc.)

Please leave the bags out only on ITC collection day!



 Put 20ml water in milk packet and add to milk

 Cut open and leave soiled plastic in the sink –
it will get rinsed while dishes are being washed 

 Wipe milk packets with a wet cloth rather 
than rinsing

 Use waste water from washing vegetables, to 
rinse soiled plastic

 Keep aside a separate large plastic bag to 
collect lightly rinsed plastic waste through the 
week. Dump the whole bag on ITC collection day

 Other suggestions/ideas? 

Water Usage



Wet waste

Source: telegraph.co.uk



 Vegetable/fruit peels/residue

 Tea/coffee powder residue

 Tea bags (remove the thread and tag)

 Leftover/spoilt food

 Flowers

 Wet paper

 Egg shells, non-veg waste

Wet waste (green bucket)



No Plastic Lining 

Saving 2,91,200 plastic bags/year



Smell ?



 Collect only kitchen waste (vegetable/fruit 
peels) during the day
 Throw leftover/spoilt food in the morning 
just before throwing the waste
 Drain liquids (leftover dal, sambar) in the 
sink through a filter before throwing
 Leave the bin with lid out in the morning for 
the FCs to collect
 Line with newspaper if needed (bag demo)

Wet waste suggestions



Wet waste treatment

Composter for fifty households Household biogas



Community level Biomethanation



Rejects (red bucket)

 House sweepings, hair

 Pet droppings, wrapped in newspaper

 Sanitary pads, diapers, etc *– wrapped in 
newspaper and marked with a red X

 Dry coconut shells

 Bin lined with newspaper only

 Collected daily (if needed)

* Sanitary waste includes any tissues/cloth soiled with body fluids  



 Tubelights and bulbs
Batteries
Cleaning agents
Paints
Oils (non-cooking) 
Aerosol cans
Cosmetics
Insecticides
Medicines
Syringes
Thermometers
CDs/DVDs
Cassettes
E-waste (computer and mobile parts)

Hazardous + E-waste

 Common bin placed in each 
block lobby

 Collection/Disposal  - TBD



Other types of dry waste
Material Classification? Recyclable?

Thermocol NOT recyclable. Minimize usage, do not buy thermocol plates. 
Return thermocol in packing material to the store after delivery 
(frig, washing machine etc)

Broken pots Rejects or Debris

Pet litter Sanitary waste. To be disposed of in a newspaper bag marked 
with a red X

Cloth, waste 
fabric

Goonj (http://goonj.org/) will accept all kinds of torn/waste 
cloth and fabric. Organize a collection drive.

Broken brooms 
and mops

If plastic, throw with ITC recyclables. If wooden, throw with red 
bucket. 

Soiled plastic 
(chutney / 
sambar packets)

Please avoid usage! The flimsy plastic used is not food grade, and 
is BAD for health, especially if hot liquids poured in it. Take your 
own dabba for darshini carryout  If used, rinse and dry, and 
put in ITC bag, or if not possible to clean, throw as rejects. 

http://goonj.org/


How do we incorporate these 
learnings into climate proofing our 

cities? 



Urban Climate Change Resilience 
project and its Expected Outcomes 

• This project is helping NIUA consolidate and finalize the 
Training Modules on Climate Change, Mitigation, 
Adaptation and Resilience.

• A training manual to deliver the modules has been 
made and will be field tested for training municipal 
officials on UCCR concepts.

• Adequate feedback regarding the mechanism of doing 
capacity building and training to municipal officials in 
UCCR concepts would be received, which will help us 
improve our delivery of training to municipal officials.



About UCCR contd…
• NIUA  identified and oriented four Regional Institutions (RIs) 

from four regions of the country on the UCCR concepts in 
February 2015. 

• The RIs conducted the Knowledge and Training Needs 
Assessment (KTNA) surveys in six cities in each region in 
March-April 2015.

• This process helped in assessing the expectations of the 
citizens and municipal officials in the cities and the appropriate 
information is being  incorporated into the training modules.

• NIUA helped the RIs conduct capacity building and training of 
3-4 municipal officials each from the 24 selected cities using 
the training modules, in April to August 2015.



Future Development

• Future development in each of the smart 
cities should address aspects of Climate 
Change Mitigation, Adaptation and 
Resilience.

• We must use the consolidated experience of 
capacity building and training strategy of the 
UCCR project in doing capacity building and 
training of municipal officials and citizens of all 
smart cities to make them climate smart. 



Sustainable homes



WASTE WATER TREATMENT 
PLANT (MBBR)

30.10.2013



Pipe Dreams:
Cluster Septic Tank Connects 320 houses to Toilets 

NIUA, CURE Dr. Shyamala Mani 75



MoUD & 
NIUA

NGOs & RIs

ULBs

National Level 
Workshops

Training of 
Trainers

Proposals
• IEC & Cap. Bldg.

• Strategies
• Plans

Grant for selected 
proposals

TASKS FLOW Thank You 


